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America's experiment with sentencing guidelines has now lasted more than a quarter of a century. Guidelines started locally and expanded to the State and Federal levels; evolved in numerous ways; adapted to changing philosophical currents and political realities; and have been both praised and vilified by politicians, criminal justice practitioners, and academics. One theme has persisted: Guidelines have proven to be more than a fad; they have left a lasting imprint on sentencing policy, practice, and thought in the United States.

As their name suggests, guidelines were conceived as a way to guide judicial discretion in accomplishing particular sentencing and correctional objectives. Generally, two criteria—seriousness of the crime and criminal history of the defendant—are used to prescribe punishment. By introducing more uniformity and consistency into the sentencing process, guidelines also make it easier to predict sentencing outcomes and correctional costs.

Beyond the elements they hold in common, guidelines vary widely. They reflect no single philosophy of sentencing—whether "just deserts" or any other. They are simply a tool for carrying out sentencing policies, however varied those policies may be. The bipartisan support that guidelines have attracted attests to their "neutrality." In some States, the impetus to adopt them was spearheaded primarily by Republicans; elsewhere it was initiated primarily by Democrats. In most States, guidelines eventually won the support of both political parties. The ideological neutrality of guidelines constitutes their strength and staying power.

The record of accomplishment of guidelines is mixed. Most observers feel sentencing disparity has been reduced but certainly not eliminated. In some States, guidelines have successfully established truth in sentencing, and in some States they have been somewhat successful in controlling prison population growth. Success or failure can be judged, however, only in light of the goals a jurisdiction has set for its guidelines, and these too vary considerably.

Now the question is whether the sentencing guidelines "movement" will grow stronger or...
weaker as the millennium begins and inevitably brings further changes in criminal justice policy. Several new issues have already arisen, among them whether the core principles on which guidelines are based are compatible with such recent concepts as restorative justice. Another of these issues is the get-tough crime policies adopted by many States and incorporated into sentencing guidelines. In the long term, these policies, which include the release of large numbers of serious, violent offenders, will need to be addressed. These issues are a challenge to the adaptability that has been a hallmark of guidelines over the years.

### Goals range widely

By the end of 1999, 18 States had developed and implemented some form of sentencing guidelines. Their goals included the following or various combinations of the following:

- Reduce judicial disparity in sentencing.
- Promote more uniform and consistent sentencing.
- Project the amount of correctional resources needed.
- Prioritize and allocate correctional resources.
- Increase punishments for certain categories of offenders and offenses.
- Decrease punishment for certain categories of offenders and offenses.
- Establish truth in sentencing.
- Make the sentencing process more open and understandable.
- Encourage the use of particular sanctions for particular categories of offenders.
- Encourage increased use of nonincarceration sanctions (intermediate and community based).
- Reduce prison crowding.
- Provide a rational basis for sentencing.
- Increase judicial accountability.

Guidelines vary with sentencing policy

Initially, guidelines were established as a way to address concerns about unfettered judicial discretion and lack of uniform and equal treatment of similarly situated defendants. Later, they were championed as a way to help ensure predictability in sentencing and thus to project the amount of correctional resources needed. (Accordingly, in many States a major benefit has been the development of computer-based population simulation models that project the amount of dollars needed to achieve the State's sentencing policy goals.) In some States, this use of guidelines led in turn to the realization that they could be used to shape sentencing policy to fit resource levels that had already been set.

Use of the predictive power of guidelines also dovetailed neatly with efforts to achieve greater certainty in sentencing through truth in sentencing. Prison overcrowding caused guidelines to evolve, in some jurisdictions, into a tool for allocating and prioritizing scarce resources. Thus, guidelines were recognized as a way to channel non-prison-bound offenders into an array of intermediate and community-based sanctions.
Guidelines reflect varied sentencing philosophies

Ideally, sentencing policy flows from sentencing philosophy. That philosophy might define retribution, incapacitation, specific deterrence, general deterrence, rehabilitation, or restoration as the goal of sentencing. Since guidelines have been an effective means of establishing sentencing policies, they accordingly reflect not just one but an array of sentencing philosophies.

The earliest guideline systems were based on "just deserts," a retributive sentencing philosophy dictating that the punishment for crime correspond with the harm done to the victim and society. Among States that have adopted desert-premised systems are Minnesota, Washington, and Oregon. Other States, such as Virginia, premised their guidelines on a philosophy of incapacitation or selective incapacitation, whose primary objective is to remove from society offenders who are likely to commit further crimes.

Several different and even conflicting philosophies of sentencing can coexist in a single guideline system. North Carolina is an example. One component of its "structured sentencing" system, adopted in 1993, is a guidelines grid that features three "bands" or types of sentence dispositions: incarceration for violent and career offenders, community-based punishments for nonviolent offenders who have little or no previous criminal involvement, and intermediate punishments for those in between. The guideline framers saw incapacitation as the major rationale or philosophy for incarceration, rehabilitation and restoration as the rationales for community punishment, and rehabilitation and deterrence for intermediate punishment. In all three bands, retribution and just deserts are additional, shared rationales/philosophies.

The incorporation of different sentencing rationales/philosophies in one system demonstrates the desire to distinguish among categories of offenders, particularly nonviolent and violent offenders. These distinctions in the system facilitate the formulation of specific penal strategies for handling specific categories of offenders and offenses.

Restorative justice—a challenge to adaptability

All their permutations, varied goals, and varied philosophies notwithstanding, almost all guideline systems are based on the same set of core principles: proportionality, consistency/uniformity, and rationality/transparency in sentencing. These principles, which essentially define guidelines, seem to be at variance with certain new concepts of sentencing and corrections, restorative justice paramount among them.

Restorative justice promotes reparation over retribution. It vests sentencing authority in the community rather than the state. It substitutes consensus and joint resolution for conflict and adversarial proceedings. It emphasizes accountability of the offender to the victim and the victimized community rather than to the state. In these and other respects, restorative justice strikes at the heart of current sentencing policies and practices.

Incompatibility: Perception or reality?

The principle of proportionality prescribes that the sanction reflect gravity of offense and criminal background. The graver the offense and the longer the criminal record, the more severe the sanction. Consistency and uniformity prescribe that offenders who have similar records and were convicted of similar crimes receive similar sanctions. Implicit is the belief that sentences should not be subject to judicial caprice or to differences in local norms. Rationality and transparency hold that sentences be based on clearly articulated rules and policies that apply equally to all
offenders. The sentencing process is open and observable: Anyone who wants to understand the basis of a particular sentence can simply consult the guidelines.

Restorative justice is in many respects at variance with these principles. It may recognize that the punishment should be commensurate with the crime, but it does not use a standardized, objective measure of the crime's severity. Rather, it relies on a more subjective understanding of the harm done and the specific circumstances of the offender. By emphasizing individualized justice and shaping the response to the crime to the circumstances of the offender and the needs of the victim and community, restorative justice eschews uniformity of sentencing. In the restorative justice framework, rationality and transparency either are not a priority or are viewed differently because sentences are tailored to the particulars of each case. Nor is there a body of rules open to inspection. Different or disproportionate sentences are not viewed as a problem.

The rules and order called for in sentencing guidelines imply the need to create a structure or body authorized to develop and implement them. Because in most jurisdictions this authority is vested in a board or commission, guidelines are generally developed by a relatively small number of people. Such a "top down" approach is seemingly at odds with the community involvement that is featured prominently in restorative justice.

**There is some promise of incorporating elements of restorative justice into sentencing guidelines so that policymakers need not choose one over another.**

The way guidelines are conventionally developed does not rule out either community input or individualized justice. Many guideline sentences are supervised in the community following release. At the same time, most States yielded to public and political pressure to increase punishment, especially for violent offenders, and often integrated this approach into their guidelines as well.

The implications of these policies can be challenging. Tough penalties for violent offenders will mean that their proportion in the prison population will increase, as will the number of people in prison and the proportion of older offenders. As a result of truth-in-sentencing laws, most inmates will serve more time in prison than they would have served without such laws. They also will be supervised on release for a much shorter period than they would have been without these laws. Those who behave badly in prison and consequently serve their entire term will be unsupervised on release. Most released

---

**Handling the tough-on-crime legacy**

The get-tough approach that infuses current crime policy was incorporated in many sentencing guidelines, and the implications will need to be faced. Truth in sentencing became the goal of many guideline systems adopted in the 1990s. It went hand in hand with elimination of discretionary parole and reduction in the amount of time offenders are supervised in the community following release. At the same time, most States yielded to public and political pressure to increase punishment, especially for violent offenders, and often integrated this approach into their guidelines as well.
inmates will have few of the employment or social skills they need to survive. The challenge is to develop systems that help reintegrate them and effectively monitor those who continue to pose a substantial risk. One promising new approach being piloted is “reentry courts” that help guide reintegration.

These outcomes will create new challenges for management, requiring at minimum a reassessment of security levels and staffing needs. Complicating matters in many guideline States is the abolition of parole and/or reduction of “good time,” which eliminates valuable tools for managing inmates and supervising them on release. Correctional authorities will need to find new ways to sanction behavior. Among the implications of an aging prison population are higher health care costs; loss of work productivity; and the need to segregate older, vulnerable inmates from younger, aggressive ones. In response, some States are considering early release of offenders who reach a certain age (65, for example), although adopting such a policy would require some backtracking on the pledge of truth in sentencing and the get-tough approach.

Long- and short-term futures

Few, if any, 19th-century experts in sentencing policy and law would have predicted the innovations and other changes that the 20th century wrought. At the close of the 19th century, the concept of judicial discretion was nearly inviolable. Concerns about proportionality, consistency, and rationality were hardly at the forefront of public policy debate. In fact, at the time, the major progressive movement in corrections premised its espousal of shifting from corporal punishment to penitentiaries on faith in rehabilitation and the indeterminate, medical model. Little thought was given to the monetary costs of corrections.
In the same way, as a new century and new millennium begin it is impossible to predict the societal currents that will drive sentencing policies in the 21st century. Much will depend on trends in crime rates, the pace of technological change, the boom and bust cycles of the economy, the direction of political leadership, and the influence of the popular media. It is likely that technological advances will force a rethinking of how to control offenders and regulate their behavior. Trends in crime rates, either up or down, will help shift public opinion toward retribution, restoration, or rehabilitation. Economic cycles will compel us to place either more or less emphasis on the need to predict and ration correctional resources. Changing political leadership will guide us along different pathways. Finally, the media, with its pervasive influence on perception and culture, may prove to have the greatest and most lasting influence on sentencing and corrections policy.

The long-term future of sentencing guidelines and sentencing policy is uncertain, but the near term is much clearer. If the utility of guidelines in operationalizing sentencing policy is any indication, they will continue to be employed. They have been a valuable tool for allocating State resources rationally and thoughtfully. The public and political demand for using guidelines this way is likely to continue to strengthen their appeal. The two-dimensional structure of most guideline systems has an appealing simplicity: The clear prescription of sentence dispositions and lengths constitutes a series of "windows" through which to visualize policy and to grasp the interactions and interrelations of crime severity, criminal record, and punishment prescribed. Moreover, the concepts of consistency and proportionality basic to guidelines remain intact. When legislation is enacted to deal with the "crime of the day," the rationality of the guideline system often takes a direct hit, and legislative action may over time erode guidelines and the courts' confidence in them. How to prevent micromanagement by legislatures while preserving the policymaking function of the legislative branch will be a constant challenge.

Notes
1. Kevin R. Reitz, "The Status of Sentencing Guideline Reforms in the U.S.," Overcrowded Times 10 (6) (December 1999): 9–10. In addition to the 18 States that have guidelines, in 4 others guideline proposals were pending at the end of 1999, and in 3 States plus the District of Columbia they were under study.
2. In practice, sentencing policy might be based on purely utilitarian considerations rather than on any philosophy of sentencing. An example is the policy goal of forecasting predictability in sentencing as a way to project the amount of correctional resources needed.
5. Whether these two "dimensions" are the most appropriate ones on which to build a system of sentencing is, of course, a matter of debate.
6. The U.S. Department of Justice recently launched a two-pronged project designed to promote reentry initiatives at the local level. One is the Reentry Partnerships Initiative, which is sponsoring pilot projects whose goal is better risk management of released prisoners by means of enhanced surveillance, risk and needs assessment, and prerelease planning. There are eight pilot sites. The other initiative is the reentry courts, with nine sites participating. Based on the drug court model, the projects use sanctions and incentives to help released offenders remain crime free.
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